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ABSTRACT
Organ morphology is a key indicator for prostate disease diagnosis and prognosis. For instance, In longitudinal study
of prostate cancer patients under active surveillance, the volume, boundary smoothness and their changes are closely
monitored on time-series MR image data. In this paper, we
describe a new framework for forecasting prostate morphological changes, as the ability to detect such changes earlier
than what is currently possible may enable timely treatment
or avoiding unnecessary confirmatory biopsies. In this work,
an efficient feature-based MR image registration is first developed to align delineated prostate gland capsules to quantify
the morphological changes using the inferred dense displacement fields (DDFs). We then propose to use kernel density
estimation (KDE) of the probability density of the DDFrepresented future morphology changes, between current and
future time points, before the future data become available.
The KDE utilises a novel distance function that takes into
account morphology, stage-of-progression and duration-ofchange, which are considered factors in such subject-specific
forecasting. We validate the proposed approach on image
masks unseen to registration network training, without using
any data acquired at the future target time points. The experiment results are presented on a longitudinal data set with
331 images from 73 patients, yielding an average Dice score
of 0.865 on a holdout set, between the ground-truth and the
image masks warped by the KDE-predicted-DDFs.
Index Terms— Feature-based registration, kernel density
estimation, longitudinal data, active surveillance, deep learning
1. INTRODUCTION
Radiological examination of the prostate gland, together with
suspicious regions of pathological interest, has been an important tool in diagnosing and making prediction of prognosis
for patients with prostate disease, such as differentiating be-

tween benign prostatic hyperplasia and clinically significant
cancer. With emerging localised treatment options and multiparametric MR imaging proposed for screening early stage
cancers, attention has been directed towards the morphological changes, both on the glands and the lesions, observed on
time-series MR imaging data [1]. For example, the changes in
size, smoothness and degree of conspicity, have been demonstrated to be associated with cancer progression or regression
[2]. Quantifying these changes, such as using medical image
registration techniques [3], provides a means to model and
better understand the disease progression process.
In the literature, image registration has been classified
as intensity-based and feature-based approaches, depending
on whether an explicit feature extraction step is required [4].
The image features include points [5], contours [6], surfaces
[7], anatomical structures [8] or their combinations. In this
report, we extend this terminological convention to recentlyproposed registration algorithms based on deep learning, by
defining feature-based registration networks for those take
image features as input, as opposed to using intensity-valued
images as network input [9, 8]. The network input determines
what is needed during inference, therefore the feature-based
registration methods defined as such may take advantage
of the currently well-established, better-validated automatic
segmentation algorithms. Arguably, ‘transforming’ images
into a relatively image-acquisition-independent feature representation of morphology may improve generalisation of the
subsequent morphological analysis to data acquired with different scanners or protocols. Therefore, in this work, we focus
on testing a proposed forecasting approach using registrationquantified morphological changes, in which gland masks are
used. However, we acknowledge that, in future studies, direct
utilising or combining image intensities [3, 10] and other
forms of features should be investigated.
Analysing longitudinal prostate MR images informs treatment intervention or alternative diagnostic assessment. Forecasting these clinical outcomes before the next imaging
brings substantial patient benefits. For example, detecting

cancer when they are small makes them more amenable to
less-invasive focal therapy; and predicting the lack of clinical
significance can avoid unnecessary needle biopsies which are
costly and associated with risk of complications. This work
investigates a kernel density estimation (KDE) method with a
novel kernel distance function measuring not only the difference in morphology, as in most existing KDE-based morphological studies [11, 12], but also the differences in durationof-change, stage-of-progression and subject-specificity. We
show experimentally that the proposed KDE models are able
to predict how the prostate gland transforms to a future target
time at individual voxel positions.
The contributions from this study are summarised as follows: 1) We develop and validate a feature-based registration network which quantifies the morphological changes between image masks, reporting its performance in both efficiency and accuracy; 2) We introduce a new kernel function for modelling complex longitudinal changes, such that
the future morphological changes can be extrapolated using
data acquired only at current time; and 3) Our forecasting approach is evaluated on a novel clinical application, forecasting
the gland morphological changes for prostate cancer patients
from an active surveillance program, with quantitative results
on a holdout set of real clinical data.
2. METHOD
2.1. Feature-based registration for morphological change
In this work, we aim to use KDE for forecasting future morphological changes, which requires registering a large number
of image masks to quantify changes in morphology, described
in Section 2.2. Therefore, we first train a deep-learning-based
pairwise registration network, highly efficient in registering image masks that delineates prostate gland capsules, the
image feature of interest. As illustrated in Fig. 1, denote
{(mA , mB )} as a set of paired image masks, which are fed
into a convolutional neural network during training. The
network in turn generates dense displacement fields (DDFs)
µA→B , warping moving image mA to the coordinate space
of mB . The training loss comprises multi-scale Dice and
sum-of-squared distance (SSD), to measure mask similarity,
with bending energy as deformation regularizer, which are
empirically weighted by 1.0, 1.0, and 5.0 based on previous
work [3], respectively.
2.2. Kernel density estimation for DDF forecasting
In this section, we describe a KDE method [13] to model
the future morphological changes in the DDF space. Given
a data set {(Tji , mij ), i ∈ [1, n], j ∈ [1, Oi ]}, where mij represents j th image mask from ith patient, acquired at time Tji
(here, in months). n and Oi are the number of patients and
the number of images from ith patient, respectively. Consecu-
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the feature-based registration network
described in Sec. 2.1
tive image masks from individual ith patients are aligned with
the registration network described in Sec. 2.1. The resulting
i→i
Oi − 1 DDFs µj→j+1
describe the intra-subject morphological changes, one we wish to model, between current time Tji
i
and future target time Tj+1
.
For an image mask mpq acquired at time Tqp , without
mpq+1 being available, we therefore predict the morphologip
cal change towards time Tq+1
, by estimating the probability
p→p
density of the DDF µq→q+1 with KDE. Thus, the expected
DDF µ̄p→p
q→q+1 is given by Eq. 1:
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Computing the kernel requires a distance function Dq,j
bei
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tween data pairs, (Tj , mj ) and (Tq , mq ), with a kernel bandwidth parameter σ 2 . As illustrated in Fig. 2, we propose
a novel kernel distance function, which takes into account
differences in morphology, stage-of-progression, duration-ofchange and whether they are from the same subject. First,
the morphology is represented by the image masks mij . The
DDFs µi→p
j→q are considered as a measure of difference in
morphology and are computed by the same registration network described in Sec. 2.1. Obtaining these DDFs require
both intra-subject (i.e. for available data at previous time
points, i = p, j < q) and inter-subject (i.e. i 6= p) registration. Second, the absolute time Tji is normalised to
tij = (Tji − T1i )/(TOx x − T1x ), where x denotes the patient that
has the longest time interval from baseline in the entire data
set. Hence, tij ∈ [0, 1] may represent stage-of-progression.
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Fig. 2. An illustration of the data used in the KDE modelling.
Only the gland masks are used during this process, which are
annotated from their corresponding MR T2-weighted images.
This normalisation may reduce uninformative variance in
i
difference of baseline time Tj=1
, assuming a consistent inclusion criterion for active surveillance program. Third, ∆tij
denotes the time interval between tij and tij+1 , representing
the duration-of-change between two time points.
Assuming the future morphological changes depend on
these factors, which are further assumed to follow independent distributions from exponential family, the proposed kernel distance function is given by Eq. 3:
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where, the last term λ is a “subject-specificity bias” hyperparameter, discriminating whether the pair of data (Tji , mij )
and (Tqp , mpq ) are acquired from the same patient. A positive
value is used for inter-subject pairs, to reflect the fact that the
morphological changes ought to be more strongly correlated
between data from the same patients, zero otherwise. V is
the number of voxels of µ. Hyper-parameters α, β, γ and λ
are not fully independent and were experimentally optimised
during the model development described in Sec. 3.
3. EXPERIMENT
A total of 331 longitudinal prostate T2-weighted MR images
were acquired and manually segmented from 73 patients at
University College London Hospitals NHS Foundation. For
each patient, 3-9 image masks were available. Intervals between consecutive visits range from 6.6 to 51.3 months, with
a mean of 18.05 and a standard deviation of 10.25 months.

For computational consideration, all 3D image masks were
resampled to 0.7 × 0.7 × 0.7 mm3 isotropic voxels and an
image size of 128 × 128 × 102, after pre-aligning their centres of mass, with an intensity range of [0, 1] as soft labels
following a trilinear interpolation. The data were split into
53, 9 and 11 patients for training, validation and holdout sets,
respectively.
The registration network training was adapted from the
DeepReg package [14], based on TensorFlow 2. A previously
proposed multi-scale encoder-decoder architecture was used
[8]. The Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate of 10−5
was used. The network was trained on Nvidia Tesla V100
GPUs with a mini-batch of 4, half of which were sampled
from intra-patient pairs with time-forward order, the other
half were sampled from inter-patient pairs. The network
was trained for 800 iterations, approximately 7.5 hours. The
hyper-parameters in Eq. 3 were tuned on the validation set
using a grid search. α, β, γ, λ and σ were set to 1.0, 10.0,
10.0, 0.1 and 1.0, respectively, via gird search.
The feature-based registration is validated based on Dice
similarity coefficient (DSC), between the fixed mask and
the registration-warped moving mask, on the holdout set.
Quantitative metrics were calculated to demonstrate the efficacy of the KDE-predicted DDFs, on the hold out patients.
The relative gland volume error (rVE) is computed between
the ground-truth image masks and the KDE-predicted-DDFwarped image masks from previous time points. The predicted volumes are plotted with time, and are compared with
those from the ground-truth image masks and those from
registration (also requires the ground-truth image masks).
The relative volume change (rVC) can be computed between
the two time points, defined as zero without prediction or
registration. The gland volume is an important clinical measure for prostate cancer progression, such as in calculating
prostate-specific antigen density. The Jacobian determinant
map was computed to measure the degree of volume change
in the predicted DDFs. We also provide two qualitative case
studies, for visualizing the predicted morphology changes
over baselines and five follow-up visits.
4. RESULTS
Registration results Compared to the centroid-aligned image masks without any prediction or registration, with a mean
DSC of 0.854±0.03 and a mean rVE of 9.176±7.42%, the
proposed registration method achieved improvement in terms
of both Dice score (0.920±0.008) and rVE (2.009±0.486%)
with statistical significance (paired t-tests, both p-values<
0.001). The trained network registered a pair of 3D masks in
approximately 0.2-0.25 second on the same GPUs.
KDE forecasting results It is noteworthy that the registration results can not be fairly compared with that from the
KDE model, since the KDE model predicts the DDFs without
the access to image masks acquired at the future time points.

We report a mean Dice score of 0.865±0.028 using the proposed method, improving the centroid alignment with statistical significance (p-value<0.001), also with visible improvement on the gland morphological changes, as illustrated in Fig
4. An arguably more evident improvement can be visualised
on the gland volume prediction with the KDE; lacking significant improvement in rVE is probably due to the large variance
in prostate sizes, affected by many clinical and non-clinical
factors such as disease status, force exerted from surrounding organs and treatment interventions. As plotted in Fig.3,
the predicted trend of the volume from KDE model is visibly
consistent with the ground-truth over all test subjects, with a
significantly improved rVC of 3.425±1.591% compared with
no-prediction (p<0.001).
We also report that, during analysis of the results, one case
was identified as an outlier, due to the fact that the patient
had indeed received prostatectomy between the second and
third visits. Including this case, the mean results from KDE
model were 0.859±0.049, 11.692±20.259%, 3.405±1.554%
and 1.031±0.003, for DSC, rVE, rVC and difference in Jacobian determinant values, respectively. Fig. 4 shows example
slices with corresponding Jacobian determinant maps. The
registration and KDE model led to Jacobian determinant values of 1.036±0.014 and 1.031±0.003 of the from their corresponding DDFs. No values smaller than zero were found in
all cases, consistent with the registration-estimated DDFs.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose to forecast future changes in prostate
gland morphology, using an efficient feature-based registration and a novel KDE to predict DDFs without data from
target time points. With experiment results obtained from a
longitudinal active surveillance data set, we propose to generalise the classical KDE algorithm to high-dimensional DDF
space, and demonstrate its interesting future-prediction ability
on the holdout test set. Future studies aim to further improve
the morphology forecasting and as well as to apply morphological forecasting to a wider range of clinical applications.
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Fig. 3. The gland volumes (in cm3 ) calculated from the predictions are plotted over available time points (in months), for
patients in the holdout set.

Fig. 4. Two example cases over multiple visits in the holdout
set. Rows show image masks from ground truth (A), registration (B) and the KED models (D). The latter two are followed
by their corresponding Jacobian determinant maps (C) and
(E), respectively.
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